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ABSTRACT

In the ever-growing Internet of Things (IoT) landscape, smart power
management algorithms combined with energy harvesting solu-
tions are crucial to obtain self-sustainability. This paper presents an
energy-aware adaptive sampling rate algorithm designed for em-
bedded deployment in resource-constrained, battery-powered IoT
devices. The algorithm, based on a finite state machine (FSM) and
inspired by Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) Reno’s additive
increase and multiplicative decrease, maximizes sensor sampling
rates, ensuring power self-sustainability without risking battery
depletion. Moreover, we characterized our solar cell with data ac-
quired over 48 days and used the model created to obtain energy
data from an open-source world-wide dataset.

To validate our approach, we introduce the EcoTrack device,
a versatile device with global navigation satellite system (GNSS)
capabilities and Long-Term Evolution Machine Type Communica-
tion (LTE-M) connectivity, supporting MQTT protocol for cloud
data relay. This multi-purpose device can be used, for instance, as
a health and safety wearable, remote hazard monitoring system, or
as a global asset tracker.

The results, validated on data from three different European
cities, show that the proposed algorithm enables self-sustainability
while maximizing sampled locations per day. In experiments con-
ducted with a 3000mAh battery capacity, the algorithm consistently
maintained a minimum of 24 localizations per day and achieved
peaks of up to 3000.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Hardware → Power estimation and optimization; Sensors
and actuators; • Computing methodologies → Optimization

algorithms; • Networks→ Location based services.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Estimates suggest that there will be a deployment of approximately
30 billion Internet of Things (IoT) devices by the year 2025 [15, 27].
Such a number of connected devices poses a significant problem re-
garding energy sourcing: if all these devices were battery-powered,
it would require a tremendous effort to recharge/change batteries,
and it would impose a serious toll on emissions, cost, and overall
sustainability [19, 30].

Energy harvesting presents a promising solution to this problem,
as it offers the potential to extract electrical power from various
environmental sources[24]. These include solar irradiation, thermal
gradients, radio frequency, tribology, and kinetic energy, among
others. However, scavenging ambient power is unreliable and incon-
sistent in nature [3]: sources like solar energy vary with the period
of the year, time of the day, and geographical location. Rechargeable
batteries and super-capacitors serve as storage elements to cope
with such fluctuations, but are often limited in capacity by size and
cost constraints, potentially leading to system failure. Therefore,
meticulous energy resource management is required, and smart
energy-aware algorithms are a very promising avenue[10, 16].

Smart energy-aware algorithms can contribute to ensuring sys-
tem operation is adapted according to the available energy [4, 17,
29]. Literature provides several potential solutions in this field, such
as dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS), energy-aware
scheduling algorithms [28], and wireless sensor networks proto-
cols [21]. However, oftentimes the activity with the highest power
consumption is sensing, and therefore a low-power self-sustaining
IoT sensor node must adapt its sampling frequency to accommodate
energy requirements [11]. Adaptive sampling is a well-known tech-
nique, which found use also in energy harvesting systems [7, 13].
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However, many of the currently proposed implementation requires
complex algorithm, with hefty computational and power require-
ments.

This paper proposes a finite state machine (FSM) based algorithm
that aims at maximizing a certain utility function, i.e. the sampling
rate of a sensing system, given a specific battery size. In particular,
our algorithm uses only the battery state of charge, as a proxy
for the harvested energy, and is, therefore, agnostic to the energy
source and eventual seasonality. We compare our algorithm to the
state-of-the-art Finite Horizon Control (FHC), showing that the
simplistic design of the algorithm minimizes computational cost
and memory footprint while marginally losing on performance.

To validate the proposed algorithm, this paper introduces Eco-
Track, a platform designed with low power and energy efficiency
in mind. It can provide worldwide localization in an energy-neutral
fashion, featuring global navigation satellite system (GNSS) and
Long-Term Evolution Machine Type Communication (LTE-M) con-
nectivity to enable localization and long-range gateway-less com-
munication. Being always connected to the internet, the system is
also continuously listening to alarms sent by the cloud to signal,
for example, a hazardous condition on the work site.

Moreover, the device has a flexible nature: it can be repurposed
as an asset tracking device with just a firmware change, as further
analyzed and reported in this work, or deployed in potentially
harmful environments to track forest fires, requiring no human
intervention for sustained operation.

A thorough evaluation of power requirements and a breakdown
of power consumption is reported, as well as a simulation of self-
sustainability at different latitudes, which showed failure-free oper-
ation over the time span of two years. Finally, the implementation
of the developed algorithm, both in C and Python, has been made
publicly available1.

The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows:
• The design and implementation of an energy-aware adaptive
sampling rate algorithm based on an FSM in order to achieve
energy-neutrality in resource-constrained battery-powered
systems.

• The design of a low power GNSS, LTE-M and Bluetooth
Low Energy (BLE) enabled sensor node.

• The creation of a global solar irradiation model based on
real-world data.

• The evaluation of the proposed algorithm on the prototype
system introduced in this paper with a comparison to the
state of the art.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 surveys related work
in adaptive algorithms, with a focus on energy harvesting, worker
safety, and asset tracking devices. Section 3 explains the proposed
energy harvesting solution to achieve zero-energy operation. Sec-
tion 4 provides an overview of the system and each building block
is explained thoroughly, motivating the choices in terms of perfor-
mance and power consumption. Section 5 gives a detailed power
analysis performed on the developed EcoTrack, showcasing our
developed adaptive sampling algorithm in three cities at different
latitudes. Section 6 draws conclusions from this work and future
work is laid down.
1https://github.com/ETH-PBL/EcoTrack

2 RELATEDWORK

Previous works have demonstrated the key role of energy-aware
algorithms in achieving self-sustainability [17].

In [18], the authors investigate the connectivity performance of
a large-scale sensor network, i.e., the ability of all sensors to deliver
their data, that harvests solar energy to achieve a self-sustainable
zero-energy network. Specifically, they propose an energy-aware
algorithm that utilizes a solar radiation and cloud-cover model of a
specific location, to adjust the frequency and power of the sensor
transmissions. Their analytical framework provides closed-form
solutions for the sensor transmission probability and the end-to-end
connectivity probability, which can be employed to determine the
parameters and conditions that ensure a self-sustainable network
operation throughout the year.

In [23], Moser et al. implemented an optimal model predictive
control (MPC) based algorithm, which adaptively manages the
power of a self-sustaining system. Their system model captures the
incoming energy, the storage capacity as well as tasks of various
system components. As the incoming energy is unknown a priori,
a predictor estimates it on a finite horizon in the first phase. Al-
though more complex predictors can be used, for their evaluation
they rely on the periodicity of the solar power (i.e. over each day)
and knowledge of the already harvested energy over the past days.
Using a cost function that maximizes the execution rate of the tasks,
an MPC is then used to estimate the future execution rates over an
entire horizon. By limiting the horizon and optimizing the memory
footprint it was possible to implement the algorithm online on an
ATmega128L. The execution time of the algorithm itself is around
2ms, which corresponds to 32 k operations on their platform, over
40× more than our implementation (architecture compensated).

Instead of relying on an MPC, Thiele et al. employed a Finite
Horizon Control (FHC) in [1, 7] and [8], respectively. By assum-
ing that the annual harvestable energy does not change much, the
sampling rate over the horizon of a whole year is optimized using
knowledge of the incoming energy, usually obtained from a pre-
dictor. Using the boundary condition that the battery state must
be the same at the beginning and the end of the horizon and that
the battery never runs out, an optimal strategy can be planned.
However, it should be emphasized that this algorithm needs perfect
knowledge of the incoming energy of the coming year to achieve
optimality. For online implementations, this results in requiring a
predictor of the future incoming energy and thus will not lead to
an optimal control. The error with respect to the optimal control
highly depends on the used predictor. In [8], Draskovic et al. imple-
mented the FHC on a TI MSP432 microcontroller unit (MCU) using
a simple exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) on past
data as predictor. Due to the iterative solver that such an algorithm
requires, solving the optimization problem over a horizon of 8 h
took 0.2 s, about 25 k times slower than our implementation.

In [13], Heo et al. implement a predictive energy-aware adaptive
sampling method for wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Based on
historic recordings of the harvested energy as well as the current
battery level, a deep actor-critic reinforcement learning implemen-
tation is used to adapt the sampling rate accordingly. The implemen-
tation consists of three states: Up, Stay, and Down. Based on two
different agents, one being feed-forward and the other recurrent,
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probabilities for the next actions are evaluated. The implementation
itself is built on OpenAI Gym [6] and is therefore not (yet) suited
for a low-power embedded application.

Although these algorithms often achieve optimality, they have
several limitations. While all of them are computationally expen-
sive, MPC- and FHC-based approaches rely on a predictor of the
incoming power, which adds another layer of complexity to the al-
gorithm. In contrast, the approach proposed in this paper is inspired
by the congestion control used in the networking communication
field, and relies on a simple FSM-based approach building on the
core concepts of Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) congestion
control, thus resulting in a simpler and more suited solution for IoT
devices. Congestion has been identified as a networking problem in
1984 [25], and congestion control has ever since been researched,
with the most prominent algorithm being TCP Reno [5]. Although
TCP Reno has already been applied for adaptive sampling in [2, 22],
to the best of our knowledge there is no existing energy-aware
algorithm exploiting TCP Reno that maximizes the sampling rate
with respect to available energy.

3 ALGORITHM DESIGN

To optimally use the harvested energy and avoid failure states, the
sampling rate of power-hungry sensors needs to be adapted: if the
rate is too high, the battery will empty during the weakest days of
the year (or it requires to be much larger), while if the rate is too
low, localizations are lost during days with more energy available.
In our use case, the localization rate of the GNSS module has to
be adapted in order to achieve the highest possible localization
rate without running out of power. Therefore, in the following, we
present a low-complexity and energy-aware algorithm to change
the localization rate online, depending on the available energy in
order to have the optimal trade-off performance vs lifetime.

3.1 Adaptive Sampling Algorithm

To optimize the adaptive sampling rate depending on the incoming
energy, using the battery’s state of charge as a proxy, the paper
proposes an FSM-based algorithm. Inspired by congestion con-
trol in network protocols, we identified the network throughput
is equivalent to the localization samples per day, and the conges-
tion of the network is equivalent to the battery state - which in
turn depends on external influences, in our case on the total net
income of energy. We, therefore, decided to implement its additive-
increase/multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) algorithm, with a decrease
factor of 2 as in TCP Reno and an increase rate of one measure-
ment per hour (see Fig. 1). The state change between increasing or
decreasing the rate is determined by an FSM (Section 3.1.1) and a
metric function (Section 3.1.2).

3.1.1 finite state machine (FSM). The FSM of the algorithm is rep-
resented in Fig. 1 with 𝑘 being the number of sensor samplings per
day. Each state shows whether the number of samplings per day, 𝑘 ,
remains constant or is altered with respect to its old value. The pa-
rameters 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 determine together with the metric function𝑚
the threshold levels for state changes. Together with 𝛾 , the battery
level threshold always leads to a multiplicative increase, they are
the three parameters that need to be tuned.

𝑘/2 𝑘

start

𝑘++

𝑚 ≤ 𝛽1

𝛽1 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 𝛽2

𝑚 ≥ 𝛽2
𝑚 > 𝛽1

𝑚 < 𝛽1

𝑚 > 𝛽2

𝑚 < 𝛽2

Figure 1: State diagram of the FSM-based adaptive sampling

algorithm: 𝑘/2 means that 𝑘 halves in the next step; 𝑘 + +
means that 𝑘 increases by a fixed rate in the next step, in our

case 24; 𝑘 means that 𝑘 stays the same in the next step.

To ensure feasibility under all circumstances, the optimization of
the algorithm must be done under the worst-case conditions. This
is for the reason that the algorithm does not rely on a predictor of
the incoming energy and thus can not react to conditions worse
than it was optimized on.

3.1.2 Metric Function. In Eq. (1), we outline the metric function
𝑚. Based on this function, which considers the change in battery
capacity over the previous day, the algorithm adjusts the number
of daily samplings, performing more or fewer as needed.

𝑚 = 𝐵 · (𝑏 [𝑡] − 𝑏 [𝑡 − 1])︸                    ︷︷                    ︸
batt. state difference

−
(

1
𝑏 [𝑡] − 1

)
︸        ︷︷        ︸

low batt. penalty

+
{
∞, if 𝑏 [𝑡] ≥ 𝛾

0, otherwise︸                ︷︷                ︸
high batt. reward

(1)

where 𝑏 [𝑡] is the battery charge in percentage at a time 𝑡 (𝑡 in
days), 𝐵 the total capacity of the battery, and 𝛾 is the boundary
for the battery charge, above which the algorithm increases the
localization rate. In general, the metric 𝑚 gets rewarded when
(i) the battery’s charge is high; (ii) the battery’s charge increased;
and punished when (i) the battery’s charge is low; (ii) the battery’s
charge decreased.

3.1.3 Algorithm Tuning. To find the optimal parameters for (𝛽1, 𝛽2, 𝛾)
of the state-machine and the metric function, the three parameters
have to be found by solving the optimization problem Eq. (3) under
the following inequality constraints:

𝑏 [·] ≥ 5%
𝑏 [·] ≤ 100%

𝑘 ≥ 24
(2)

The overall goal of the parameter search is the maximization of 𝑘
over the course of a full year (Eq. (3)) while ensuring at least one
positioning per hour.

𝐽 = max
𝑘∈N+

(
𝑇∑︁
𝑡=0

𝑘 [𝑡]
)
subj. to Eq. (2) (3)

with𝑇 being a full year and 𝑘 evolving as described in Section 3.1.1.

4 MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this section, we introduce the platform employed to test the
algorithm, including the system design choices for optimal power
management and a detailed power consumption breakdown of
the prototype. The setup and data collection used to validate the
algorithm are also reported.
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4.1 Validation Platform

Figure 2: Overview of the developed EcoTrack

4.1.1 Hardware. The components of the EcoTrack were carefully
selected as a trade-off between performance and availability of low-
power states, targeting an online-adaptable duty-cycled application.

At the heart of the badge, there is the GNSS and LTE-M module.
The SARA R510M8S from u-blox has been selected as it combines
the SARA R510S LTE-M module with theM8 GNSS receiver, which
can be run simultaneously and independently, offering a sweet
spot design in terms of physical space and power. The module
also hosts a hardware-based root of trust, which is essential for
providing security features. In our application, it has been exploited
to provide a secure MQTT connection to Amazon Web Services
(AWS) cloud, asynchronously encrypting every message exchanged
by the badge and the servers. Moreover, the LTE-M module allows
to download GNSS assistance packets to improve energy efficiency
and time to fix. In particular, these packets include: (i) ephemeris,
giving up-to-date information about the satellites’ health; (ii) clock
correction coefficients and orbital information (valid for few hours);
and (iii) almanac data, providing satellites’ orbits (up to 90 days).

The MCU of choice is the nRF52833, a Cortex-M4 from Nordic
Semiconductor operating at a frequency of 64MHz and offering
512 kB of flash and 128 kB of RAM. It features a power consumption
as low as 52 µA/MHz and provides a low-power state with full RAM
retention at just 1.8 µA.

The badge also features a 6-DoF inertial measurement unit (IMU)
from STMicroelectronics, the LSM6DSLTR. It offers a high sam-
ple rate of up to 6664Hz for both accelerometer and gyroscope, with
a full scale of ±8G and ±2000 dps respectively. It can achieve low
power operation down to 9 µA for accelerometer-only continuous
sampling at 12.5Hz, which allows for motion and drop detection
using the chip’s built-in functions.

Finally, the badge hosts the SHTC3, a temperature and humidity
sensor from Sensirion, and a series of accessory electronics, such
as a fuel gauge, a battery charger, different power converters, and
load switches for optimal power management and minimal leakage.

4.1.2 Firmware. Given the complexity of the firmware and all the
subsystems involved, the firmware framework was designed based
on Zephyr, an open-source and cross-platform real-time operating
system (RTOS).

An overview of the firmware structure is provided in Fig. 3.
The application starts initializing the drivers for the sensors and
the SARA, proceeds then to start advertising the BLE, and then
the init thread goes indefinitely into sleep. One of the threads
checks whether the module is connected, and, in case it is not,
tries to register again to the network. Another thread handles the
localization and can either run periodically or on-demand if signaled
with a semaphore.

The last two logically important threads are the alarm and IMU
wake-up thread. Those threads can be woken up by one of the
following active interrupts on the badge: (i) an SOS button; (ii) the
free fall interrupt from the IMU, or (iii) anMQTT RX message on
the Evacuation topic. The first can be triggered by the user in case
they witness a dangerous situation, the fall alarm is triggered by
the IMU in case a fall is detected, and the last is a message sent to
all the workers in a particular zone to evacuate after the danger
has been reported.

Table 1: Power consumption breakdown of the different Eco-

Track status. The system voltage is 3.8V

Component Power state Power consumption

Baseline Switched-off 0.296 µW

Baseline - MCU BLE adv. (UART on) 4.94mW
BLE adv. 885.0 µW

SARA

GPS 258.40mW
Idle Connected 9.12mW
LTE connecting 456.00mW
Idle 2.66mW
Deep sleep 266.0 µW
Energy per localization 4.7 J

IMU Free fall / wake 760.00 µW

Temperature Measure 1.90mW
Sleep 190.00 µW

Summary

Localization 5.1 J
Low power idling 19mW

Driver init
Start BLE
advertising

T= ∞

Check LTE
connection
If disconn.
reconnect

T=60s

Get GPS
position

T=k/24h Evacuation
alarm - RX

Alert user
Send position
via MQTT

Fall
alarm - TX

Send position
via MQTT

System User interaction

SOS
alarm - TX

Send position
via MQTT

LTE+GPS

System

Figure 3: RTOS task overview. The lightning represents an

interrupt-enabled thread.

4.1.3 Power Estimation. A thorough power profilingwas performed
on the developed smart node, with special attention towards the
Global Positioning System (GPS) and LTE-M modules. In Table 1,
we report a power consumption breakdown for each component in
the EcoTrack in different power states. Starting with EcoTrack
connected to a battery but still in a powered-off state, the system
switch has a sub-µW leakage from the system switch. The MCU
has two different baselines depending on whether the UART is
always listening (necessary to receive messages from the SARA
module), or in an OFF state. In both cases, the MCU is in low power
when not active and advertising BLE with a period of 7 s. The most
power-hungry component in active mode, as expected, is the SARA
module, with the peak power during the LTE-M connection and
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GPS tracking. Staying always connected consumes significantly
more power

Complementing the power profiling, there are two more sensors,
the IMU and the temperature and humidity. The former is continu-
ously sampling at 12.5Hz with onboard always-on fall detection
activated, while the second is wakened up in a configurable interval
to collect a temperature and humidity sample.

Having both GNSS and Long-Term Evolution (LTE) in the same
package allows for enhancing the GNSS performance by down-
loading the location information from an online server rather than
directly from the satellite. Assisted GNSS can obtain fixes in seconds,
up by two orders of magnitude faster than GNSS-only, especially
with first position fixes. In this work, we choose to use only the
GNSS (without any aid) because it does not require any subscription
and represents the worst case in terms of energy consumption.

4.2 Solar Harvesting and Dataset

To guarantee the necessary average power, as well as the resulting
energy costs per localization, the device was equipped with two
SM141K08TFV solar cells from AnySolar connected in parallel
with a total surface of 45mm × 58mm, and a BQ25570 Energy Har-
vester from TI. As the solar cells’ datasheet does not provide the
power-vs-irradiance characteristic, in a first step the harvesting cir-
cuit including the solar cells had to be characterized. Then, in order
to prove that our adaptive sampling algorithm is robust to different
latitudes, i.e., places with different solar irradiation potential, solar
irradiance datasets from different latitudes were fed to our model
to compute the harvested power.

4.2.1 Solar Cell Model. Using a source measurement unit (SMU)
(Keysight B2902A) and an ambient light sensor (TI OPT3002) the
solar cells and harvester were exposed to daylight for 48 days and
the solar irradiance and harvested power were measured. Thereby,
the SMU simulated a battery with a voltage of 3.7V as variable
load.

As the OPT3002 saturates at an irradiance of 100 W
m2 , the linear

relation between harvested power and solar irradiance [9, 20, 26]
has been exploited to obtain a model between harvested power and
solar irradiance: A Ridge Regression as in Eq. (4) has been applied to
a randomly sampled train-test split of our (non-saturated) dataset
(80%/20%).

𝑓 : 𝐸𝑒 → 𝑃, 𝛼 = 0.1 (4)

with 𝐸𝑒 being the irradiance ( Wm2 ) and 𝑃 the harvested power (W).
The root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the obtained model when
predicting the harvested power using the solar irradiance of the
test set was 4.81mW, while the mean-absolute error (MAE) was
2.20mW which corresponds to an error of less than 0.5% with
respect to the maximum peak power of the solar cell.

4.2.2 Dataset Application. The next step was to apply the model
of our characterized system to the historical data from the SARAH-
2 dataset [12] to determine the harvestable energy at different
locations around the world over an entire year. The irradiance data
of the vertical axis at a 0◦ slope of the three European cities Berlin,
Rome, and Zurich, which are located at different latitudes, were
taken for tuning of the algorithm’s parameters, those of London,
Munich, and Barcelona for validating its functionality.

When looking at the statistical measures of the estimated har-
vested power of the three cities, we find that the maximal harvested
power, especially when considering only single days, is approx-
imately 183mW, which is similar across the three cities. On the
other hand, the minimal harvested power differs greatly across
those cities: while all of the cities had their weakest days in De-
cember or January, it can be seen that the further north a city is
located, the less solar irradiance it receives, resulting in a decrease
in the amount of power that can be harvested. The minimal average
power over one day with 3.73mW is collected in Berlin, whereas
the least sunny day in Rome gave an average power of 9.94mW.

Using the data of the training cities together with the device’s
power consumption as in Table 1 (highlighted in bold), the al-
gorithm’s parameters have been determined as described in Sec-
tion 3.1.3. Specifically, the final parameters have to be valid indi-
vidually for all the locations. To that end, the optimal parameters
have been determined to be 𝛽1 = −0.203, 𝛽2 = 0.468 and 𝛾 = 0.67.

5 RESULTS

In this section, we validate the results of the determined parame-
ters using the solar data of three new locations: London (northern
Europe), Munich (central Europe), and Barcelona (southern Eu-
rope). Fig. 4 illustrates the data collected from the validation set
of cities. More specifically, Fig. 4(a) shows the harvested energy,
accumulated per day. As expected, Barcelona is the city with the
highest harvested energy, while London has the least, and Munich
is a middle-ground among the three. This trend is also noticeable
in Figure 4(b), where the algorithms’ results are reported in terms
of localizations per day. The well-known "TCP sawtooth" pattern
is recognizable in the plot. Lastly, in Figure 4(c), the battery state
of charge is plotted. Even though the parameters were obtained
in other locations, we can observe that the battery charge of the
devices never drops below 10%. Notable is, that for London, where
there is substantially less energy during winter than in the other
cities, the battery drops close to 10%. This is expected, as its har-
vested energy is close to the one that determined the tuning pa-
rameters. Moreover, the algorithm manages to successfully adapt
the rate of localization when more energy is available, i.e., as the
amount of harvested energy rises or falls, there is a corresponding
increase or decrease in the localization rate, respectively.

To underline the efficiency of our algorithm, we compared it to
the FHC algorithm from [1] as well as a constant sampling rate.
The constant rate of localizations was optimized individually on
the historical data for each of the three cities London, Munich, and
Barcelona, so that the battery charge never falls below 5%. The FHC
algorithm was run with the same boundary conditions as our algo-
rithm, except that it was given the full history data as a predictor,
in a clairvoyant setting. It optimizes mathematically the number of
localizations per hour and represents the maximum possible with
the given boundary conditions and the condition 𝑏 [0] = 𝑏 [𝑇 ], in
a horizon of 365 days. As it is clairvoyant by knowing already the
incoming energy, it is in reality not implementable and its result
shows how close one can come to the optimum.

A comparison of the two algorithms together with a constant
localization rate (tuned to each city individually) can be seen in
Fig. 5. The total number of locations per year is reported, and, as
expected, the constant rate of localizations performs the poorest
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Figure 4: FSM-based adaptive sampling algorithm applied on the validation data from Barcelona, Munich, and London.

(a) Harvested energy per day. (b) Localizations 𝑘 per day. (c) Evolution of the battery’s charge.
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Figure 5: Comparison in total locations per year of the FHC

algorithm, our algorithm, and a constant sampling rate.

because many more measurements would be possible in summer,
whereas the optimal FHC performs the best. Our algorithm per-
forms too conservatively in London (0.88× of FHC) and Munich
(0.85× of FHC) and is closer to optimality in Barcelona, where there
is more energy available (0.95× of FHC). However, compared with
the constant localization rate, we achieved an increase of 2.06×
and 8.68× more localization per year in Barcelona and London,
respectively. For fairness, we kept the same tuning on the different
cities to evaluate it in fair condition, on the other hand, knowing
the energy expectation according to the reference city our algo-
rithm can be tuned to reach a higher localization rate when needed.
Moreover, this evaluation does not include the energy overhead
due to the adaptive algorithm as we wanted to show the theoretical
limits of the 3 algorithms without the platform-dependent energy
overhead, which is analyzed below.

To evaluate the energy and computational overhead of both our
algorithm and the FHC we proceed as follows: we implemented and
profiled our adaptive sampling algorithm on the MCU of the Eco-
Track (ARM Cortex-M4F-based nRF52833, clocked at 64MHz),
resulting in only 527 cycles per execution. Regarding the FHC,
the authors in [8] did not state the clock frequency of their MCU,
therefore we evaluated numbers from 3MHz (default clock fre-
quency [14, p. 14]) up to 48MHz (maximum frequency) to be the
MCU clock speed, making their embedded implementation requir-
ing 0.6M cycles in the best case, as shown in Table 2. It is important
to notice that both MCUs, theMSP432 and the nRF52833, use the
same ARM Cortex-M4F-based core, so the comparison is done
in fair conditions and using the default clock frequency leads to
the best possible clock count and energy consumption for the FHC.

Additionally, our implementation needs to be executed only once
per day and requires just knowledge of the current battery state
and the one of the day before. On the other hand, the embedded
FHC implementation has to be executed every hour and needs addi-
tional hardware to sense the harvested energy and more memory to
store recorded data over a full horizon of 8 h. Its memory footprint
scales therefore with a complexity of O(𝑛), since it has to store
past values over a full horizon to run a prediction. Ours needs only
the previous state of the battery, therefore presenting a memory
complexity of O(1).
Table 2: Computational cost comparison between state-of-

the-art adaptive sampling algorithms. The cycle cost of [8] is

estimated using frequency from [3MHz, 48MHz] of theMCU.

Algorithm Duration Computational cost

FHC [8] MSP432 200ms ≈ 0.6M − 9.6M cycles
static rate nRF52833 0 µs 0 cycles
this work nRF52833 8.24 µs 527 cycles

One of the goals of the proposed algorithm is to have a flexible
and lightweight algorithm for adaptive sampling which we demon-
strated in this evaluation. Moreover, we target ultra-low power
embedded hardware, where the on-time of each component has
to be minimized, including the MCU itself. We demonstrated that
in parity of conditions, the computational overhead is orders of
magnitude lower than the FHC when run in the same processors. A
complete iteration from the sampling of the battery voltage using
the analog-digital converter (ADC) (16× oversampling, 40 µs acqui-
sition time) until the adjustment of 𝑘 , the algorithm requires just
706.24 µs2 in average, and consuming about 2.70 µJ per day. More
detailed results can be found in Table 3.

Table 3: Duration and energy consumption over one day of

the adaptive sampling algorithm

Task Duration E per day

Sampling the ADC 698 µs 2.57 µJ
Estimating charge level 4.08 µs (261 cycles) 61.99 nJ
Metric and FSM 4.16 µs (266 cycles) 63.18 nJ

TOTAL 706.24 µs 2.70 µJ

2code optimized with -O2
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6 CONCLUSION

This paper presented the design and implementation of a low-
complexity energy-aware algorithm for adaptive sampling under
constrained energy conditions. The algorithm was compared to the
state-of-the-art algorithms for adaptive sampling and evaluated on
a real-world application use case. Our proposed algorithm has a
performance gap from an optimal clairvoyant FHC algorithm be-
tween 0.95× and 0.85× while being between 2.06× and 8.68× better
than a constant sampling rate algorithm tuned on history data. On
the other hand, it has an order of magnitude lower computational
cost leading to a smaller energy overhead for the algorithm. The
proposed algorithm has been ported on EcoTrack, demonstrating
the self-sustainability of a GNSS-enabled IoT device over differ-
ent latitudes, thanks to a solar cell model validated from collected
harvesting data.

Future work will involve further evaluation of the effective local-
ization rate when considering the energy overhead in the estimation
of the localization rate. We intend to expand the comparison with
other adaptive algorithms and incorporate a look-up table (LUT)
containing various parameters tailored to the geolocation of the de-
vice. This approach aims to develop an energy-and-location-aware
algorithm, potentially enhancing the performance of the proposed
algorithm.
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